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ABSTRACT 
In this note we introduce semi-star-related matriees, investigate some of their 
properties, and demonstrate how the usual definition of Drazin's (1978) star partial 
ordering can be relaxed. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Cm, n denote the set of complex m × n matrices and C m denote the 
set C . . . .  while C~ denotes the subset of C m containing all Hermitian 
nonnegative definite matrices. The symbols A*, A-, A +, rk(A), and ~(A)  will 
stand for the conjugate transpose, any generalized inverse, the Moore-Penrose 
inverse, the rank, and the range, respectively of A ~ Cm,,. When A ~ C m 
has only real eigenvalues, ~tmax(A) denotes the maximal eigenvalue of A. 
The star partial ordering A ,~ B, the right-star partial ordering A ~< * B, 
the left-star partial ordering A * ~< B, the rank subtractivity partial ordering 
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S 
A -~. B, and the space preordering A -~ B in Cm,. 
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are defined as follows: 
A~B ~ A*A=A*B and AA* =BA*,  (1) 
A ~< * B ** AA* = BA* and ~(A* ) ___ R(B* ), (2) 
A * ~< B ~ A*A = A*B and ,~(A) __.~(B), (3) 
r s  
A~B ¢0 rk (B -A)  =rk(B) - rk (A) ,  (4) 
S 
A-<B ~ ,~(A) _c~0~(B) and ~(A*)  c_~9~(B*). (5) 
Note that a preordering is reflexive and transitive, while a partial ordering is 
in addition antisymmetric; f. Marshall and Olkin (1979, p. 13). It is well 
known that 
~ S 
A~B ~ A~B ~ A~B ~ A~B,  
where &. stands for * ~< or ~< *; cf. Baksalary, Pukelsheim, and Styan 
(1989) and Baksalary and Mitra (1991). 
L 
The l_~wner partial ordering A ~< B in C m is defined by 
L 
A~B '~ B-A=KK*  (6) 
for some matrix K, i.e., B - A is a nonnegative definite matrix. 
2. SEMI-STAR-RELATED MATRICES 
We introduce the semi-star elation between two matrices without fur- 
ther motivation and present some of its properties in the sequel 
DEFINITION, Let A, B ~ Cm, .. We say that A and B are semi-star- 
L L AB*. related, and we write A ~ B, if A*A ~< A* B and AA* ~< 
Note that semi-star-related matrices are a subclass of star-commuting 
matrices. Two matrices A, B ~ Cm, n are said to star-commute if AB* and 
A* B are both Hermitian; cf. Hestenes (1961). 
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The term "semi-star" refers to (1), where both equality signs are replaced 
L 
by the ~< sign to obtain the semi-star elation. The relation is clearly 
reflexive. To see that the relation is antisymmetric, note that from A <1 B, 
B ~ A, and from nonnegative definiteness of the matrices (A - B)* (A - B) 
and (A - B)(A - B)* it follows that A ~. B and B -~ A, which gives A = B. 
For the matrices 
we have A ~1 B and B ~ C but not A ,~1 C, which shows that the relation is 
not transitive. This means that the semi-star relation does not specify a partial 
ordering. 
The following two lemmas turn out to be useful in the context of this 
paper. 
L 
LEMMA 1. Let A, B ~ C ~ . Then A <~ B if and only if 
JP(A) c__~a~(B) and Amax(B+A) ~< 1. 
The above result is due to St~pniak (1985); see also Liski and Puntanen 
(1989) for convenient proof, and Baksalary, Schipp, and Trenkler (1992) for a 
related result. 
LEMMA 2. Let A,  B E C m, n be star-commuting matrices. Then (All*)+ 
= (B*)+A + and (A'B) += B+(A*) +. 
Proof. According to Ben-Israel and Greville (1974, p. 181) we have 
(AB*) += (B*)+A + if and only if ~(A*AB*) ___,0P(B*) and o0~(B*BA*) c_ 
~/'(A*). Both range inclusions are trivially satisfied when A and B star- 
commute. The equality (A'B) += B+(A*) + follows similarly. • 
REMAnK 1. Note that when A and B star-commute, from the above 
Lemma 2 we also obtain (AB*) += (B*)+A += (B+)*A += [(B+)*A+] * and 
(A 'B)  += B+(A*)  += B+(A+)  * = [B+(A+)*] *, i.e., also A + and B + star- 
commute. 
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The following theorem characterizes semi-star-related matrices 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B ~ C m, n" Then A ~ B if and only if 
s 
A*B ~ C 2 , AB* ~ C,~ , A ~ B, and ~tmax(B+A) ~ 1. 
L A.B* AB*  Proof. For the "only if" part observe that AA* ~< means = 
L AB*  AA* + GG* ~ Cm ~ for some matrix G, and A*A ~< means 
L AB*  A* B = A*A + HH* ~ C~ for some matrix H. Due to Lemma 1, AA* ~< 
implies ~'(A) ___ ~'(AB* ), i.e. ~a~(A) ___~(BA*) ___~(B). This also gives A = 
BB+A, i.e. A* = A*BB += B*AB +, which implies .9~'(A*) __.~(B*). Hence 
s L /~ ,  
A -( B. Due to Lemma 1, AA* ~< implies Amax[(AB*)+AA * ] ~< 1, and 
according to Lemma 2 we have (AB*)+AA * = (B*)+A+AA * = (B*)+A * = 
(AB+) *. Let us observe that the eigenvalues of (AB*)+AA *, (All+) *, and 
AB + coincide. Clearly the nonzero eigenvalues of (AB*) + AA* coincide with 
the nonzero eigenvalues of A*(AB*)+A, which are real positive because 
AB* ~ C~.  Hence, hr, ax(AB +) = )tmax(B+A) ~< 1. 
For the "if" part let us observe that when A* B E C~ and AB* ~ Cm ~ 
we have (A*B)+A*A = B+A and (AB*)+AA *= (AB+) * according to 
Lemma 2, where the nonzero eigenvalues of B+A and (AB+) * are real 
positive and coincide. Then the condition hoax(B+A) ~< 1 entails 
Amax[(A*B)+A*A] ~ 1 as well as /~max[(AB*)+AA * ] ~ 1. Moreover the con- 
s 
dition A -< B entails A*B(A*B)+A * = A*BB+(A*)+A * = A*, i.e. oq'(A*) _ 
,,q'(A* B) and AB*(AB*)+A = AB+BA+A = A, i.e. o~'(A) ___~0i~(AB*). In view 
of Lemma 1, this gives the "'if" part. • 
REMARK 2. Note that the condition )tmax(B+A) ~< 1 in Theorem 1 can 
s 
he replaced by hmax(B-A) ~< 1. This is because when A -~ B, the nonzero 
eigenvalues of B+A = B+BB-A, which are real positive, coincide with the 
nonzero eigenvalues of B-AB+B = B-A. 
LAB * L COROLLARY 1. Let A,  B • Cm, n" If A ~ B, then AA* <~ <~ BB* 
L L B* and A*A ~< A* B ~< B. 
Proof. If A ~ B, we have ~(AB*)___gi'(B), and from Lemma 1, 
L 
AB* ~< BB* if and only if Amax[(BB*)+AB * ] ~< 1, where (BB*)+AB * = 
(BB*)+BA * = (B* )+B+BA * = (B* )+A * = (AB+)  *. The eigenvalues of 
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(AB+) * are real positive, since the nonzero eigenvalues of (AB+) * coincide 
with the nonzero eigenvalues of (B+)*AB * B +. Thus the nonzero eigenvalues 
of (All+) * (and hence of All +) coincide with the nonzero eigenvalues of 
LAB * I~ B+A, and AA*~< ~< BB* follows from Theorem 1. Analogously we 
L 
obtain A*A ~ A* B ~< B* B. • 
L I~ B* specify pre- Note that the relations AA* ~< BB* as well as A*A ~< B 
orderings in C . . . .  i.e., they are reflexive and transitive. Moreover both 
S 
relations together imply the preordering A -< B. 
The following result reveals a redundancy in the definition of the star 
partial ordering. 
THEOnEM 2. Let A,B 
equivalent: 
(a) A -~ B, i.e. A*A = A* B 
L 
(b) A*A = A* B and AA* ~< 
L 
(c) A*A ~< A* B and AA* = 
C m. n. Then the following statements are 
and AA* = BA*, 
BA*, 
BA*. 
Proof. Trivially (a) implies (b) as well as (c). Let (b) be satisfied. Then 
from Theorem 1 we have A -< B, i.e., (b) entails A* ~< B. But the latter 
entails A ~ B, by Theorem 2.1 in Baksalary and Mitra (1991). Hence (b) 
implies A ~ B, A* B = B'A, and BA* = AB*, which together are equivalent 
to A-~ B by Theorem 2 in Hartwig and Styan (1986). The implication 
(c) ~ (a) follows analogously. • 
The above theorem shows that we can replace either equality sign in the 
L 
definition (1) of the star partial ordering by a ~< sign. Simultaneously 
replacing both equality signs, however, gives the semi-star elation, which is 
not even a partial ordering. 
COROLLARy 2. Let  A ,  B ~ C m, n ° Then A ~ B if and only if A ~ B and 
Amax(A+B) ~< 1. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2 we have A -~ B if and only if A ~ B and 
L 
A* B ~< A*A. Since A ~ B entails A* B ~ C, ~ , from Lemma 1 we have that 
L 
A*B ~A*A if and only if 2,max[(A*A)+A*B] ~ 1, where (A*A)+A*B = 
A+B. • 
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RV.M~mK 3. Note that we cannot replace the condition )tmax(A+B) ~< 1 
by the condition Amax(A-B) < 1 in Corollary 2. Consider e.g. the matrices 
0 1 )and  B=(  0 1) ,  A=(O 
which satisfy A ~ B. Choosing 
gives 
o)1, Amax(A-B  ) = 2. 
As noted in the proof of our Theorem 2, Theorem 2 in Hartwig and Styan 
rs 
(1986) claims that A -~ B if and only if A ~< B and A and B star-commute. 
Since semi-star-related matrices also star-commute, and the star partial 
ordering implies the semi-star elation (see Corollary 2), we easily obtain 
. r s  A~.B ~ A..<B andA~lB. 
It is clear that A ~ B if and only if A* ~ B*, i.e., the conjugate transpose 
is isotonic with respect o the semi-star elation. The following result shows 
that this is not true for the Moore-Penrose inversion unless A -~ B. 
THEOnEM 3. Let A,B ~ Cm, n such that A ~ B. Then A+~ B + if and 
only if A ~ B. 
Proof. Since we have A ~ B if and only if A+~ B +, the "'iF' part is 
clear. 
It remains to show that A ~ B and A+~ B + imp)y A ~ B. In view of 
A ,~B if and only if Lemma 2 and Remark 1, we easily see that + * + ' 
L L )-r. 
(A'A) + ~< (A'B) + and (AA*) + ~< (All* Since, in view of Theorem 1 in 
L F+ L G+ equival, ent to F ~ G for Hartwig (1978), F ~< G and ~< together are 
nonnegative definite matrices F and G, we have that A <~ B and A+~ B + 
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hold simultaneously if and only if (A*A)+-~ (A'B) + and (AA*)+~ (AB*) +, 
or, equivalently A*A ~< A* B and AA* ,~ AB*. This implies A*A ~ A* B and 
/ 'S :4: * 
AA* ~< AB , which together are equivalent to A ~, B; cf. Proposition 2.1 in 
Hartwig and Styan (1987). • 
3. HERMITIAN MATRICES 
L 
When A, B ~ C m are Hermitian, A ~ B if and only if A 2 ~< AB. 
As an example of a situation where no difference between star-ordered 
and semi-star-related matrices A and B exists, consider A, B ~ C m to be 
orthogonal projectors, i.e. Hermitian idempotents. 
TrtEOnEM 4. Let A, B E C m be orthogonal projectors. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(a) A -~ B, 
(b) A <1 B, 
(c) B - A /s an orthogonal projector. 
Proof. It is easily seen that (a) and (c) are equivalent; compare also 
Theorem 5.1. in Rao and Mitra (1971). Clearly (a) implies (b). Suppose (b) is 
satisfied. Then obviously AB = BA. Moreover, oq'(A) _ o0Y(AB), i.e. ~(A) = 
~a~(AB). But since All = BA means that AB is the orthogonal projector onto 
~'(AB), we get AB = A, i.e. A ~ B. • 
Let us now turn our attention to Hermitian onnegative definite matrices. 
St~pniak (1987) and Baksalary and Pukelsheim (1991) pointed out that the 
L B2 relation A 2 ~< specifies a partial ordering within the cone of Hermitian 
L2 
nonnegative definite matrices. We will denote this partial ordering by A ~< B, 
L2 L B2 i.e., A ~< B ¢* A2 ~< forA,  B ~ Cm . 
It is well known that A ~ B implies A ~ B; see Marshall and Olkin (1979, 
p. 464). By applying Corollary 1 we immediately get 
. ~ L s 
A~B ~ A~B ~ A~B ~ A~B ~ A~B 
for matrices A, B ~ Cm ~ . 
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From Baksalary and Pukelsheim (1991) we know that when A and B 
L L2 
commute, then A ~< B ~ A ~< B, but the latter implication is not true in 
general. 
We may in addition state the following 
THEOnEU 5. Let A, B ~ Cm ~ such that AB = BA. Then 
L 
A<~B ~ A~B ~ A~<B. 
L 
Proof. It is sufficient to observe that A ~< B implies A 2 ~ AI/2BA 1/2, 
which in view of the commutativity of I and B implies I ,~ B. • 
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